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Descriptive Summary

Creator: Catholic Church.
Title: Catholic Church Formulario para dar la profesion a las religiosas concepcionistas expresando solo lo que ha de hacer y decir la profesante, 1760
Call Number: Manuscript Collection No. 201
Extent: 0.1 cubic ft. (1 volume)
Abstract: Contains one formulary celebrating a young man’s entrance into the Franciscan order.
Language: Materials in Spanish and Latin.
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Collection Description

Biographical Note
Formularies are models for the execution of documents, public or private, used in the Catholic Church. In each formulary, space is left for the insertion of names, dates, and circumstances peculiar to each case.

Scope and Content Note
This particular formulary celebrates a young man’s entrance into the Franciscan order. It consists of seven pages, four of which are comprised of plainsong chants in Gregorian notation. The text of the formulary is in Spanish while the chants are in Latin.
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